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whom want to make social impacts, but just don’t know how. These same students are also
seeking meaningful volunteer opportunities, which reflect their growing social consciousness.
There is a tremendous opportunity to drive positive social impacts through the young people
in our communities – while building their potential to develop key skills and mindsets to create
the future they hope for and deserve.

Connect Us for Community (CU4C) develops a generation of young entrepreneurs to help change the
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world. CU4C enables real change in small steps through the power of local, community-driven
initiatives. A network of high school student clubs identify pressing needs in their communities and
create initiatives they care about, through our three-stage CU4C curriculum.

LIGHTS
This is where students brainstorm and discover opportunities.
Following a review of the UN SDGs, club members explore the issues and challenges
facing their area – and are guided to discover the root causes of these problems.

CAMERA
This module is where students make a plan, set objectives, and assemble a team.
Students use design principles and business practices to develop a feasible project,
create an effective pitch which is shared with peers, and then collaborate - building
their network, team, and project prototype.

ACTION
This is where CU4C goes beyond just ideas. Student initiatives are branded,
launched, executed, and celebrated.
During the Action module, club members experience the highs and lows of running a
branded community project, and then have the chance to reflect.
Results and impacts from their efforts are measured, and every initiative is packaged
as a good news story to share and celebrate both in person and on digital platforms.

THE IMPACT
Our mission is to get students OUT into the community through initiatives, and the
community IN to the schools to interact with students through networking and
skills-development activities. Along the way, students gain necessary volunteer hours
towards their high school diploma, and connect their experiences to future careers,
higher education, and long-term involvement in social entrepreneurship.

WWW.CUCLUB.TODAY

SDGs

CU Club Project Spotlight

Cards for the Frontline

Mental Health is Wealth

Drive Away Hunger

MILLIKEN MILLS HIGH SCHOOL

NEWMARKET HIGH SCHOOL

BILL CROTHERS SECONDARY SCHOOL

“We are creating cards to bring smiles

“Our project is to visit retirement

“To support members of our community

to frontline workers who have aided the

homes and engage with seniors in a

who have been hit hardest by the

community during the pandemic.”

variety of activities.”

pandemic, by keeping donations

Leading to improved mental health and

Improving quality of life and wellbeing

flowing to our local food banks.”

wellness for our exceptional frontline

for seniors and students.

Increasing accessibility for families to
access food in these uncertain times.

workers and families.
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SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF HAPPY,
HEALTHY, AND HIRE-READY COMMUNITIES.

True Grit
THE NEED
The change to a virtual environment overwhelmed us with notifications, Zoom meetings
and constant class reminders. Young adults thrive on peer-to-peer interactions, and social
distancing patterns quickly created a decline in their mental health and overall wellness.

Within this chaos, True Grit has launched a minimal noise digital wellness campaign. Over the course of 21
days, participants receive a single daily wellness challenge straight to their inbox. These challenges may be
simple in nature, but create an opportunity to actively recognize, discuss and build towards personal
wellness in a fun and entertaining way. With a focus on the seven pillars of wellness, the 21-day wellness
challenge helps participants feel less alone and ready to support each other in uncertain times.

Turning personal wellness into personal habit.

21DAYWELLNESS.CA
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CHANGING THE WAY WE RECYCLE.

rCycle
rCycle uses an innovative, eco-conscious app to reduce post-consumer waste by improving the recycling
process. Through education and rewards for recyclers, it promotes sustainable shopping decisions.

SDGs

rCycle is programmed to the location of the user and their community recycling guidelines. Users build points or
rCoins for recycling properly and these rCoins can be used to purchase eco-friendly and sustainably sourced
products on campus and within the community. We are excited to launch rCycle on campus this upcoming
academic year.

Summary
In this current environment, it’s easy for young people to feel stifled by the
mounting challenges they face. We are providing the programs and support
they need for a more hopeful tomorrow.

WE ARE ENACTUS DURHAM COLLEGE. TOGETHER WITH YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS,
WE ARE ACTIONING HOPE TO CREATE A VISION FOR THE

FUTURE THAT WE OWN.

Thank You!

